Hanney Tennis Club: Covid-Secure Club Sessions (‘CSCS’)

Club Sessions will resume as ‘Covid-Secure’ sessions under rules agreed with
Hanney Tennis Club Committee and compliant with Government and LTA
advice.
Numbers will be limited to 10 Members per session Tuesday 7pm and Sunday
10am. Please email David Gahan david@dgahan.plus.com (CSCS Leader
responsible to the Committee) to book a place up to 1 week ahead. Every
attempt will be made to be fair but generally a first come first served, or
priority for disappointed members (if asked to stand down).
David (or other CSCS session leader) will be responsible for ensuring that the
following rules are followed – please give your full cooperation.
 No player may attend CSCS if they have symptoms suggestive of Covid19 namely a fever/temperature of 37.8 or above, a new continuous
cough or a loss of, or change in, their sense of taste or smell, or are
subject to stay at home and/or quarantine restrictions
 2m social distancing should be maintained at all times
 Hand sanitiser to be used both before and after play
 Players may change ends as normal but should avoid ‘crossing’, eg by
doing so in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction
 LTA guidance specifically acknowledges that toilet facilities may be
opened; Users should be reminded to wash their hands and use handgel before and after using the facilities and decontaminate anything
they have touched with the Dettol Cleansing Surface Wipes.
 Only one person in the Clubhouse at any one time; no use of sink or cups
In general, to avoid mixing, players will be divided into two groups for numbers
from 8-10 and sets or rotating serve games played. For numbers up to 7, more
normal rotation will be possible. These measures are to reflect as much as
possible the ‘Rule of 6’. HTC Committee asks for your cooperation with these
agreed rules.

David Corps, Chairman

